Greetings!

The University of Missouri is delighted to host its first regional colloquium sponsored by the ODNI. We have selected the topic of “Emerging Threats to One Health: Implications to U.S. National Security” due to its impact to the region and our Nation. I feel quite fortunate to have worked in fields supporting U.S. national security throughout my career. I attribute my success to having a prepared mind, many great mentors, and a passion to pursue challenging opportunities no matter how uncertain they have appeared at first encounter. I encourage you to take every opportunity to interact with our speakers, visiting scientists, and other guests who may introduce you to new and exciting opportunities in national security.

This colloquium will introduce many novel topics in the broad field of One Health Security in the context of U.S. National Security. We are convinced you will find the day’s events both intellectually stimulating and enjoyable.
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